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NOTICES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
NOTICES. 
Probability, the Foundation of Eugenics, by FRANCIS GALTON, F.R.S. 
Oxford, at the Clarendon Press, 1907. 
In the Herbert Spencer lecture for 1907 Mr Galton outlines the history of Eugenics in a few 
interesting pages and then, after showing the importance of the theories of probability discusses 
the problem of how statistical results can be brought home to those who have not studied the 
mathematical side of the subject. If Eugenics is to be of much use, biometric results must 
be appreciated by the general thinking public; at present they certainly are not, anid in the 
columns occasionally devoted to recent science in the daily press one sometimes sees a reference 
to biometric work displaying igrnorance of the terms dealt with or suggesting ignorance by the 
careful use of the same words as those occurring in the paper with which the article is concerned. 
But even apart from this kind of ignora,nce we frequently vant statistics from the public; in 
many cases one hears the remark fromi a person giving help by furnishing fa,mily particulars that 
he would like to see what it all proves in the end. If one could educate the people who desire 
this, to appreciate the statistical results the collection of material would gradually become 
an easier matter anid the results rmlight be more reliable. Mr Galton's suggestion is that in 
five lessons of ain hour each it should be possible to explain- the meaniing of ordinary biometric 
terms to the uninitiated. We see no reasotn why such lessons should not be nmost useful, but the 
difficulty would be to get them attended by the people one wants, and we fancy that it might be 
easier to reach them by a very simple book on similar lines. The tuition course described 
by Mr Galton is well worth bearing inII mind; and those biometricians who read his interesting 
lecture will not only get the pleasure which the reading of Mr Galton's work always gives, but 
they will find that when a non-statistical friend wants an explanationl of a biometric term they 
will be more ready with a simple answver. W. P. E. 
The Oxford atnd Cambridge Review, No. 1, Ju?ne 1907. Article on 
"A Bureau of Biometry" by JOHN L. MYRES. 
The writer suggests that the Universities hould insist onl having family histories, measure- 
ments, etc., of the men who become undergraduates and that records should be kept of all men 
after they go down. This would be very valuable and would ultimately provid7e valuiable data 
for the biometrician, and while we welcome the suggestion very heartily we think the bureau 
would hardly be a bureau of biometry but rather of anthropometry; though the establishment 
of a carefully considered bureau is more important han the name given to it, W, P E. 
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